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ZAKARIA ARR 
Leeds, UK 

Phone: +447948202750 | Email:  Zakaria.09@hotmail.co.uk 

Enthusiastic Front End developer with over 4 years experience working in the FinTech sector in Financial 

Crime Prevention and investment management spaces. I’ve won awards at University and participated in 

(and won a Hackathon) where our team used facial recognition to detect liveness. In my career, I’ve mainly 

worked with the Angular framework and React library creating UI’s and reusable and well-documented 

components. However, I see myself as being a versatile developer who is able to learn different to learn and 
adapt to new tools. Get in touch with me for more info! 

#Skills 
Front-End General Source Control Frameworks UI/UX 
NGRX CI/CD Pipelines Git React Storybook 

RXJS Unit Testing GitLab Next JS Material Design 

Typescript NPM Libraries GitHub Angular 4+ Compodoc 

Angular PWA  Bitbucket Bootstrap User Stories 

React Azure AD Ionic Usability Testing 

#Professional Experience 
xDesign – Front End Engineer 

Jan 2023 - Present: 

↳ Developed offline capabilities for internal CRM tool to see future and past meetings. Also to add futher meeting information like    

meeting notes, warmth rating, significance and etcetra. 

↳ Implemented Offline caching of application through a service worker to make the application a progressive web app. 

↳ Developed internal tools for the organisation to get feedback on projects with React JS. 

↳ Wrote unit tests to meet pipeline threshold of 80% new code test coverage. 

RiskNarrative / LexisNexis Risk Solutions – Front End Engineer 

Jan 2021 – Jan 2023:  

↳ Built a guided capture document capture web app that was fully configurable to allow organizations to use their information request 

links to onboard customers to their platforms and verify their identity. Also made it fully configurable based on what info they wanted 

to capture i.e. ID document only or ID document and selfie.  

↳ Implemented theming for the app so organizations can theme the app to match their brands.  

↳ Implemented reusable components to allow them to be used within our other apps that were going to be migrated to Angular. 

↳ Built reusable and documented component within an npm library and also used to tools like Storybook and Compodoc to ensure 

components were well documented. 

Intrica Ltd / Angular Developer 

June 2019 - Jan 2021:  

↳ Implemented a re-design for SmartSearchAML Mobile application using Ionic with Angular 2+. 

↳ I Updated a deprecated Ionic plugin to scan identity document and retrieve OCR data. Re-wrote the code to for the updated plugin 

version. 

#Education
Teesside University / Web Production (BSc) Hons 

2015 - 2019: Teesside 

Website - https://zakariaarr.com/ 
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